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“Cyber Punk 5K” is the newest LEAP game. The game is focused 

on a dystopian world, in which the characters are a Cyborg 

heroes group fighting for energy freedom from the Consortium – 

the institution owing for centuries the only energy source in their 

universe – dorillium.


The heroes of the game are constantly looking for an alternative 

form of energy, said to be found in Andoria, where the 

knowledge on this alternative energy will be found in the Golden 

Library’s secrets.

C-Punk 5K Key Features

WILD FUSION - LEAP’s branded element – falling 

everywhere on the reels, except first and last reel, Wilds 

can be stacked in stack of x2, x3, x4 and x5. Whenever the 

Wilds will appear stacked on the reel, the fusion of the 

same Wilds will take place, the new fused symbol will fall 

at the bottom of the reel and a re-spin will be granted, 

thus creating the Wild Fusion branded element. Potentially 

Wild fusions may produce infinite re-spins, awarded until 

the game’s maximum win of 5000X the player’s stake is 

reached. 

DRONE BONUS – The drone randomly appears on the reels 

and creates a win from a non-winning outcome, including 

Free Spins symbols or even Wild symbols. The drone may 

trigger a Wild Fusion by swapping a non-wild symbol into a 

Wild symbol and creating a stack of Wilds. The feature can 

take place during Free Spins.

FREE SPINS symbol - Can appear on reels 2, 3, 4 and 5, and 

when will appear on all 4 reels it will trigger the “wheel of 

fortune” mini-game, whose two concentric rings will turn to 

award several free spins (5, 7, 10, 12, 15 or 20) and/or a 

bonus feature from the following: remove x2 low value reel 

symbols from the reels, remove x4 low value reel symbols 

from the reels, add x2 roaming wild symbols, add x4 floating 

wild symbols.

Backstory and characters

Andromeda 

Andromeda is the main game character and the highest 

value reel symbol. This character is a strong independent 

woman with a serious issue with authority figures, loved by 

her colleagues and feared by her enemies. She leads the 

Heroes in their quest for the mythical golden library.

Blaze

Blaze is the strategist of the group. Since he is quite 

unconventional, he is capable of giving solutions to the 

team when they are found wanting, often in battle 

situations which require his unique mindset.

Jago

Jago owns and possess one of the most inventive minds in 

the world. He is the chief engineer who accompanies these 

intrepid explorers on theirs adventures. He ensures 

everything is working and that everything has power, he 

possesses a gift called “green light” which helps him see 

moments or years into the future.

Delphina

Delphina is the communications specialist. She also has an 

ability to make people feel the way she wants them to feel, 

a powerful empath with a methodical and quick-thinking 

mind.
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